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ABSTRACT
This paper explores previously established and novel meth-
ods for scaling the performance of OpenMP on NUMA ar-
chitectures. The spectrum of methods under investigation
includes OS-level automatic page placement algorithms, dy-
namic page migration,and man ual data distribution. The
trade-o� that these methods face lies betw een performance
and programming e�ort. Automatic page placement algo-
rithms are transparent to the programmer, but may com-
promise memory access locality. Dynamic page migration
is also transparent, but requires careful engineering of on-
line algorithms to be e�ective. Manual data distribution
on the other requires substantial programming e�ort and
architecture-speci�c extensions to OpenMP, but may local-
ize memory accesses in a nearly optimal manner.

The main contributions of the paper are: a classi�cation of
application characteristics, which identi�es clearly the con-
ditions under which transparent methods are both capable
and suÆcient for optimizing memory locality in an OpenMP
program; and the use of two novel runtime techniques, run-
time data distribution based on memory access traces and
aÆnity scheduling with iteration schedule reuse, as com-
petitiv e substitutes of manual data distribution in several
important classes of applications.

Keywords
Data distribution, page migration, operating systems, run-
time systems, performance evaluation, OpenMP.

1. INTRODUCTION
The OpenMP Application Programming Interface (API) [20]
is a portable model for programming any parallel architec-

ture that provides the abstraction of a shared address space
to the programmer. The target architecture may be a small-
scale desktop SMP, a ccNUMA supercomputer, a cluster
running distributed shared-memory (DSM) middleware or
even a multithreaded processor. The purpose of OpenMP is
to ease the development of portable parallel code, by en-
abling incremental construction of parallel programs and
hiding the details of the underlying hardware/softw are in-
terface from the programmer.An OpenMP program can be
obtained directly from its sequential coun terpart, by adding
directiv es around parts of the code that can be parallelized.
Architectural features such as the communication medium,
or the mechanisms used to implement and orc hestrate par-
allelism in softw are are hidden behind the OpenMP backend
and do not place any burden on the programmer. The pop-
ularit y of OpenMP has raised sharply during the last few
years. OpenMP is now considered the de facto standard for
programming shared-memory multiprocessors.

It is rather unfortunate that the ease of use of OpenMP
comes at the expense of limited scalability on architectures
with non-uniform memory access latency . Since OpenMP
pro vides no means to control the placement of data in mem-
ory, it is often the case that data is placed in a manner that
forces frequent accesses to remote memory modules through
the interconnection network. Localizing memory accesses
via proper data distribution is a fundamental performance
optimization for NUMA architectures. Soon after realizing
this problem, several researchers and vendors proposed and
implemented NUMA extensions of OpenMP in tw o forms:
data distribution directives similar to those of data parallel
programming languages like HPF; and loop iteration assign-
ment directiv es that establish explicit aÆnity relationships
betw een threads and data [1, 2, 6, 11, 13, 16, 23].

Integrating data distribution and preserving simplicity and
portabilit yare tw o conicting requirements for OpenMP.
Data distribution for NUMA architectures is a platform-
dependent optimization. It requires signi�cant program-
ming e�ort, usually equivalen t to that of message-passing,
while its e�ectiveness is implementation-dependent. On the
other hand, injecting transparent data distribution capabili-
ties in OpenMP without modifying the API is a challenging
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research problem.

Recently, work from the authors has shown that at least for
the popular class of iterative parallel programs with itera-
tive reference patterns (that is, programs that repeat the
same parallel computation for a number of iterations), the
OpenMP runtime environment can perform implicit data
distribution online, using memory reference tracing and an
intelligent page migration algorithm [18]. This argument
has been evaluated with a synthetic experiment, in which
OpenMP programs that were manually tuned with a pri-
ori knowledge of the operating system's page placement al-
gorithm, were deliberately executed with alternative page
placement algorithms. The experiment has shown that no
matter what the initial distribution of data is, an intelli-
gent page migration algorithm can accurately and timely
relocate pages to match the performance of the best auto-
matic page placement algorithm. It is therefore speculated
that OpenMP and shared-memory programming paradigms
in general, can rely on implicit rather than explicit data
distribution to achieve memory access locality.

1.1 The problems addressed in this paper
There are several circumstances in which well-tuned manual
data distribution and binding of threads to memory mod-
ules provide considerably better performance than any auto-
matic page placement algorithm [2, 3]. Given the potential
of dynamic page migration as a substitute of data distribu-
tion, a vital question that remains open is whether dynamic
page migration can provide the performance bene�ts of man-
ual data distribution in such circumstances. A second open
problem is the vulnerability of dynamic page migration to
�ne granularity and non-iterative or irregular reference pat-
terns, which render online page migration algorithms inca-
pable of localizing memory accesses [2]. Before reverting to
manual data distribution in these cases, it is important to
investigate whether there exist other automated procedures
able to implement the same locality optimizations transpar-
ently.

The idea pursued in this paper is to replace manual data
distribution and manual assignment of threads to memory
modules, with a combination of runtime memory manage-
ment algorithms based on dynamic page migration and loop
scheduling techniques that implicitly preserve thread to
memory aÆnity relationships. The ultimate objective is to
localize memory accesses at least as well as manual distri-
bution does, without modifying the OpenMP API.

1.2 Summary of contributions
We conducted an extensive set of experiments with the
OpenMP implementations of the NAS benchmarks and a
simple LU decomposition code on the Origin2000 [10]. We
evaluated the native OpenMP implementations without any
a priori knowledge of the memory management strategy
of the underlying platform, thus relying solely on the page
placement algorithm of the operating system for proper data
distribution; the same implementations modi�ed to use man-
ual data distribution with HPF-like directives; and the same
implementations linked with UPMlib [19], our runtime sys-
tem which implements transparent data distribution using
memory access tracing and dynamic page migration.

The NAS benchmarks are popular codes used by the paral-
lel processing community to evaluate scalable architectures.
LU is an interesting case where dynamic page migration may
actually hurt performance [2] and manual data distribution
combined with loop iteration assignment to memory mod-
ules appear to be the only options for scaling. In this ex-
periment, we tested an alternative implementation of LU, in
which instead of manual data distribution, the inner paral-
lel loop is transformed to exploit memory aÆnity by reusing
an initially computed cyclic loop schedule. This transfor-
mation ensures that in every execution of the inner parallel
loop, each processor accesses the same data, thus preserving
a strong thread-to-memory aÆnity relationship.

The �ndings of the paper are summarized as follows. For
strictly iterative parallel codes and in situations in which
data distribution appears to be necessary to improve scal-
ability, a smart dynamic page migration engine matches or
exceeds the performance of manual data distribution, un-
der the assumption that the granularity and the memory
access pattern of the program are coarse enough to provide
the page migration engine with a suÆciently long time frame
for tuning data placement online. In this case, dynamic page
migration has several inherent advantages, most notably the
ability to scan the entire memory address space instead of
only distributed arrays and the ability to identify bound-
ary cases of pages that may be misplaced with manual data
distribution.

In �ne-grain iterative codes, our page migration engine per-
forms either in par or modestly worse than manual data
distribution. The same happens with codes that have only
a few iterations and some form of irregularity in the memory
access pattern. In the �rst case, activating page migration or
not is a matter of cost-bene�t analysis, using the granularity
of the parallel computation as the driving factor for taking
a decision online. In the second case, the competitive algo-
rithm of the page migration engine may fail to detect early
the irregularity and incur bouncing of pages, which in turn
contributes unnecessary overhead. Handling irregular access
patterns with an online page migration algorithm remains
an issue for further investigation.

In LU, although page migration is neither improving nor
worsening performance, our �ndings suggest that it is pos-
sible to achieve nearly optimum memory access locality by
initially assigning the iterations of the innermost loop to pro-
cessors in a cyclic manner and reusing this schedule in every
iteration of the outermost sequential loop. This transforma-
tion works well with a �rst-touch page placement algorithm
and does not require manual data distribution, thread place-
ment, or any other platform-speci�c OpenMP extension.

Overall, the results make a strong case for sophisticated
runtime techniques that implement transparently the per-
formance optimizations required to scale an OpenMP pro-
gram on a NUMA multiprocessor. The paper contributes
to a recently established belief that it is possible to use a
at directive-based programming paradigm and yet be able
to obtain scalable performance, thus simplifying the process
and reducing the cost of developing eÆcient parallel pro-
grams. We consider our work as a step towards identifying
a programming model that yields the highest speedup with
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the least programming e�ort.

1.3 The rest of this paper
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives a brief introduction to explicit and implicit data
distribution mechanisms for OpenMP and reviews related
work. Section 3 explains in detail our experimental setup.
Our results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes
our conclusions and gives some directions for future work.

2. IMPLICIT AND EXPLICIT DATA
DISTRIBUTION

The idea of introducing manual data distribution directives
in shared-memory programming paradigms originates in ear-
lier work on data parallel programming languages [8, 7].
Data-parallel languages use array distributions as the start-
ing point for the development of parallel programs. Arrays
are distributed along one or more dimensions, in order to let
processors perform the bulk of the parallel computation on
local data and communicate rarely in a loosely synchronous
manner. The communication is handled by the compiler,
which has full knowledge of the data owned by each proces-
sor.

In order to use a data parallel programming model on a
NUMA shared-memory multiprocessor, data distribution di-
rectives must be translated into distributions of the virtual
memory pages that contain the array elements assigned to
each processor. The communication is carried out directly
through loads and stores in shared memory. From a per-
formance perspective, the data parallel style of program-
ming is attractive for NUMA architectures, because it es-
tablishes explicitly strong aÆnity links between computa-
tion and data.

Both researchers and vendors have implemented data par-
allel extensions to either platform-speci�c shared memory
programming models, or OpenMP [2, 3, 13]. In general,
these extensions serve two purposes. The �rst is the dis-
tribution of data at page-level or element-level granularity.
At page-level granularity, the unit of data distribution is a
virtual memory page. At element-level granularity, the unit
of data distribution is an individual array element. Since an
element-level array distribution may assign two or more ele-
ments originally placed in the same page to di�erent memory
modules, the compiler needs to reorganize array subscripts
in order to implement the speci�ed mapping of elements.
The second purpose of applying data parallel extensions to
shared-memory programming models is to explicitly assign
loop iterations to speci�c memory modules for exploiting lo-
cality. The objective is to assign each iteration to the mem-
ory module that contains all, or at least a good fraction of
the data accessed by the loop body during that iteration.
Data-parallel extensions of OpenMP have demonstrated a
potential for signi�cant performance improvements in simple
codes like LU decomposition and SOR, albeit by modifying
the native programming model and sacri�cing portability [2,
3, 16].

As part of an e�ort to provide transparent, runtime opti-
mizations for OpenMP, we have developed a runtime system
which acts as a local optimizer of memory accesses within

an OpenMP program [17, 19]. This runtime system, called
UPMlib, monitors the reference rates from each processor
to each page in memory and applies competitive page mi-
gration algorithms at speci�c execution points, at which the
reference counters reect accurately the exact memory ac-
cess pattern of the program. In iterative parallel codes, these
points are the ends of the outer iterations of the sequential
loop that encloses the parallel computation. The technique
is both accurate and e�ective in relocating early at run-
time the pages that concentrate frequent remote accesses.
In most cases, the runtime system stabilizes the placement
of pages after the execution of the �rst iteration and this
placement is optimal with respect to the reference pattern,
in the sense that each page is placed on the node that min-
imizes the latency of remote accesses [17].

Our dynamic page migration engine can potentially be used
in place of manual data distribution, because monitoring
of reference counters at well-de�ned execution points can
provide the runtime system with a complete and accurate
map of thread-to-memory aÆnity relationships. This map
would otherwise be established with data distribution di-
rectives [18]. The runtime system may even identify situ-
ations in which manual data distribution places pages in a
non-optimal manner, e.g. due to inability to map the whole
address space of a program with distribution directives, or
the absence of appropriate distributions for certain access
patterns.

The results obtained so far from using UPMlib as a trans-
parent data distribution tool prove that intelligent dynamic
page migration algorithms can render OpenMP programs
immune to the page placement algorithm of the operating
system [18]. This means that programs perform always as
good as they do with the best-performing automatic page
placement algorithm, no matter how their data is initially
placed in memory. Unfortunately, there are also cases in
which manual data distribution outperforms the best auto-
matic page placement algorithms used in contemporary op-
erating systems by sizeable margins. It remains to be seen if
a dynamic page migration engine can provide the same ad-
vantage over automatic page placement algorithms in such
cases. A second restriction of our framework is that it con-
forms well only to strictly iterative codes. It is questionable
whether iterative codes that do not have an iterative access
pattern, or non-iterative codes can bene�t from dynamic
page migration. In these cases, if data distribution is not an
option for the sake of portability, it is more likely that care-
ful scheduling of threads according to the location of data
in memory is the most appropriate way to implement the
required locality optimizations transparently.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We conducted two sets of experiments, one using the NAS
benchmarks and one using a simple hand-crafted LU decom-
position. The experiments were executed on a 64-processor
SGI Origin2000, with MIPS R10000 processors running at
250 MHz, 32 Kbytes of split L1 cache per processor, 4
Mbytes of uni�ed L2 cache per processor and 12 Gbytes
of DRAM memory. The experiments were conducted on an
idle system, using the IRIX implementation of cpusets for
runs with less than 64 processors.
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3.1 NAS benchmarks
In the �rst set of experiments we executed �ve benchmarks
from the NAS suite, implemented in OpenMP by researchers
at NASA Ames [10]. We used the class A problem sizes,
which �t the scale of the system on which we ran the ex-
periments. The benchmarks are BT, SP, CG, FT and MG.
BT and SP are complete CFD applications, while CG, MG
and FT are small computational kernels. BT and SP solve
the Navier-Stokes equations in three dimensions, using dif-
ferent factorization methods. CG approximates the small-
est eigenvalue of a large sparse matrix using the conjugate-
gradient method. FT computes the Fourier transform of a
3-dimensional matrix. MG computes the solution of a 3-D
Poisson equation, using a V-cycle multigrid method. All
codes are iterative and repeat the same parallel computation
for a number of iterations that correspond to time steps.

The native OpenMP implementations of the benchmarks
are tuned by their providers speci�cally for the Origin2000
memory hierarchy [10]. The codes include a cold-start it-
eration of the complete parallel computation to distribute
data among processors on a �rst-touch basis1[14]. The cold-
start iteration performs actually a BLOCK distribution of
the dimension of the arrays accessed in the outermost level
of parallel loop nests. Its functionality is equivalent to that
of a DISTRIBUTE (*, : : : ,*,BLOCK) directive2.

Since data distribution is already hard-coded in the bench-
marks, in order to evaluate the performance of the same
benchmarks without manual data distribution we explore
two options. The �rst is to remove the cold-start iteration.
Since IRIX's default page placement algorithm happens to
be �rst-touch, IRIX eventually implements the same data
placement that a manual BLOCK distribution would other-
wise perform statically at array declaration points. The only
signi�cant di�erence, is that the benchmarks pay the addi-
tional cost of several TLB faults, which occur on the critical
path of the parallel computation. The second option, is to
use the alternative automatic page placement algorithm of
IRIX, i.e. round-robin. In that case, we arti�cially devise a
scenario in which the automatic page placement algorithm
of the operating system is simply unable to perform proper
data distribution. Round-robin is a realistic choice and is
being used in many production settings (e.g. NCSA's large-
scale Origin2000s) as the default data placement algorithm.

We executed four versions of each benchmark. In all ver-
sions, the cold-start iteration of the original code was com-
mented out. The versions are described in the following:

� OpenMP+rr: This is the native OpenMP code, exe-
cuted with round-robin page placement. This version
corresponds to a scenario in which the programmer
has absolutely no knowledge of the placement of data
in memory and the OS happens to use a non-optimal

1First-touch is the default page placement algorithm of
IRIX, the Origin2000 operating system.
2This was veri�ed experimentally, by obtaining the map-
pings of pages to physical memory while executing two
versions of the benchmarks, one with the cold-start it-
eration, and one with an explicit !$SGI DISTRIBUTE
(*,*,*,BLOCK) directive at the declaration points of shared
arrays.

Table 1: Data distributions applied to the OpenMP
implementations of the NAS benchmarks.

Benchmark Distributions
BT u,rhs,forcing, BLOCK z-direction
SP u,rhs,forcing, BLOCK z-direction
CG z,q,r,x, one-dimensional BLOCK
FT u0, u1, one-dimensional BLOCK
MG u,v,r, one-dimensional BLOCK

automatic page placement algorithm. OpenMP+rr
serves as a baseline for comparisons.

� OpenMP+ft: This is similar to OpenMP+rr, except
that �rst-touch page placement is used instead of
round-robin. In this case, the operating system hap-
pens to use the right page placement algorithm. Any
additional overhead compared to an implementation
with manual data distribution is attributed to TLB
fault handling on the critical path of the parallel com-
putation.

� OpenMP+DD: This is the native OpenMP code, ex-
tended with !$SGI DISTRIBUTE directives to per-
form manual data distribution at declaration points of
speci�c arrays. The pages not included in distributed
arrays are distributed by IRIX on a �rst-touch basis.

� OpenMP+UPMlib: This is the native OpenMP code,
executed with round-robin page placement and linked
with UPMlib to use our page migration engine.

In the OpenMP+DD versions, we used BLOCK distribu-
tions for the array dimensions accessed by the outermost
index of parallelized loop nests. This implementation is co-
herent with the HPF implementation of the same bench-
marks, originally described in [5]. The distributions were
implemented with the SGI compiler's DISTRIBUTE direc-
tive [3], the semantics of which are similar to the correspond-
ing HPF distribution statement. As mentioned before, this
is equivalent to using the cold-start iteration implemented
in the original version of the benchmarks, combined with
�rst-touch page placement. The only di�erence is that in the
latter case, data is distributed in the executable part, rather
than in the declaration part. We actually tested both im-
plementations and found no di�erence in data distribution
between the directive-based implementation and the hard-
coded implementation. We emphasize that in both imple-
mentations, data distribution overhead is not on the critical
path, therefore it is not reected in the measurements.

Table 1 summarizes the data distributions applied to the
benchmarks. Two benchmarks, BT and SP, might bene�t
from using data redistribution within iterations, in addition
to data distribution. This happens because the memory ac-
cess patterns of these benchmarks have phase changes. In
both benchmarks, there is a phase change between the ex-
ecution of the solver in the y-direction and the execution
of the solver in the z-direction, due to the initial place-
ment of data, which exploits spatial locality along the x-
and y- directions. We implemented versions of BT and SP
in which the arrays were BLOCK-redistributed along the y-
dimension at the entry of z solve and BLOCK-redistributed
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again along the z-direction at the exit of z solve. These re-
distributions were implemented using the REDISTRIBUTE
directive. Although theoretically necessary in BT and SP,
the redistributions had unacceptable overhead and poor scal-
ability when applied in our implementations3. The results
reported in the following are taken from experiments with-
out runtime data redistribution.

In the OpenMP+UPMlib version, the benchmarks use the
iterative page migration algorithm outlined in Section 2 and
described in more detail in [17, 18]. Page migration is ap-
plied at the end of the iterations of the outer loop that en-
closes the parallel computation, after collecting a map of the
memory accesses of the program. This algorithm performs
online data distribution. Our runtime system includes also
a record-replay algorithm [18], which emulates data redis-
tribution at page-level granularity. Unfortunately, apply-
ing record-replay in BT and SP, pretty much like manual
data redistribution, introduces overhead which outweighs
the bene�ts from reducing the rate of remote memory ac-
cesses.

3.2 LU
The simple LU code shown in Figure 1 (left), is a repre-
sentative example of a parallel code not easily amenable
to dynamic page migration for online memory access local-
ity optimizations. Although LU is iterative, the amount of
computation performed in each iteration is progressively re-
duced, while the data touched by a processor may di�er from
iteration to iteration, depending on the algorithm that as-
signs iterations to processors. The iterative page migration
algorithm of UPMlib is not of much use in this code. Neither
block or cyclic data distribution can improve memory access
locality signi�cantly. A cyclic distribution along the sec-
ond dimension of a is helpful though, because it distributes
evenly the computation across memory modules and, im-
plicitly, processors. In order to have both balanced load
and good memory access locality, the code should be mod-
i�ed as shown in the right part of Figure 1. In addition
to the cyclic distribution, iterations should be scheduled so
that each iteration of the j loop is executed on the node
where the j-th column of a is stored. On the Origin2000,
this is accomplished with the AFFINITY directive of the
SGI compiler.

We have implemented �ve versions of LU, using a 1400�1400
matrix4. Three versions, OpenMP+ft, OpenMP+rr, and
OpenMP+DD are produced in the same manner as the
corresponding implementations of the NAS benchmarks de-
scribed in the Section 3.1. The OpenMP+DD version uses
cyclic distribution along the second dimension of a, primar-
ily for load balancing. In the same version of LU, we at-
tempted to add the AFFINITY clause shown in Figure 1, in
order to ensure that the j-th iteration of the innermost loop
is always scheduled for execution on the node where the j-th
column of a resides. Unfortunately, the SGI implementation
of the AFFINITY clause has high synchronization overhead
and attens the speedup of LU. This phenomenon may be

3The overhead of data redistribution is most likely at-
tributed to a non-scalable implementation on the Origin2000
[12]. Our results agree with the results in [5].
4We used a dense matrix merely to demonstrate the impact
of data distribution.

attributed to an outmoded version of the SGI compiler we
used.

The fourth version (OpenMP+UPMlib) uses our page mi-
gration engine, but instead of using an iterative algorithm, it
uses a periodic algorithm which is invoked upon expirations
of a timer [17]. The period of the algorithm is manually set
to 50 ms, in order for the algorithm to have the opportu-
nity to migrate pages within an iteration of the outermost k
loop. Ideally, the mechanism would detect a change of the
reference pattern at the beginning of each iteration of the k
loop and migrate pages to realign data with the processors
that work on the leftmost columns of the submatrix accessed
during that iteration. Realistically, since it is not feasible to
scan and redistribute the entire array once every 50 ms, the
algorithm samples a few pages of the array whenever the
timer quantum is expired.

The �fth version (shown in Figure 2) follows an alternative
path for optimizing memory access locality. In this version,
the inner j loop is transformed into a loop iterating from 0 to
nprocs-1, where nprocs is the number of processors execut-
ing in parallel. Each processor computes locally its own set
of iterations to execute. Iterations are assigned to processors
in a cyclic manner and during the k-th iteration of the outer
loop, each processor executes a subset of the iterations that
the same processor executed during the (k-1)-th iteration of
the outer loop. For example, assume that n=1024 and the
program is executed with 4 processors. In the �rst iteration
of the k loop, processor 0 executes iterations 2,6,10,14, : : : ,
processor 1 executes iterations 3,7,11,15, : : : and so on. In
the second iteration of the k loop , processor 0 executes it-
erations 6,10,14 : : : , processor 1 executes iterations 7,11,15
and so on. We call this version of LU OpenMP+reuse.

The purpose of the cyclic assignment of iterations is to have
each processor reuse the data that it touches during the
�rst iteration of the k loop. If the program is executed
with a �rst-touch page placement algorithm, such a trans-
formation achieves good localization of memory accesses. In
some sense, the transformation resembles cache-aÆnity loop
scheduling [15]. The di�erence is that the transformation is
used to exploit cache reuse and at the same time, localize
memory accesses.

We believe that such a transformation can be relatively
easy to apply for a restructuring compiler, without requir-
ing a new OpenMP directive. In the worst case, the trans-
formation requires an extension to the SCHEDULE clause
of the PARALLEL DO directive, which dictates the com-
piler to compute the initial iteration schedule (cyclic in this
case) and reuse it in every subsequent invocation of the
loop. One way to do this, is to assign names to sched-
ules, e.g. using a SCHEDULE(name:policy,chunk) clause.
In the case of LU, this clause would be written as SCHED-
ULE(lu schedule:cyclic,1). If the compiler encounters the
clause for the �rst time, it computes the schedule. Other-
wise, in every occurrence of a SCHEDULE(lu reuse) clause,
the compiler identi�es the precomputed schedule by its name
(lu schedule) and reuses it. Note that the iteration schedule
reuse can be exploited across di�erent instances of the same
loop or across di�erent loops.
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program LU
integer n
parameter (n=problem size)
double precision a(n,n)
do k=1,n

do m=k+1,n
a(m,k)=a(m,k)/a(k,k)

end do
!$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,j)

do j=k+1, n
do i=k+1,n

a(i,j)=a(i,j)-a(i,k)*a(k,j)
enddo

enddo
enddo

program LU
integer n
parameter (n=problem size)
double precision a(n,n)
!$SGI DISTRIBUTE a(*,CYCLIC)
do k=1,n

do m=k+1,n
a(m,k)=a(m,k)/a(k,k)

end do
!$SGI PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,j)
!$SGI& AFFINITY(j)=DATA(a(i,j))

do j=k+1, n
do i=k+1,n

a(i,j)=a(i,j)-a(i,k)*a(k,j)
enddo

enddo
enddo

Figure 1: A simple LU code implemented with plain OpenMP (left) and with data distribution and aÆnity
scheduling (right).

program LU
integer n
parameter (n=problem size)
double precision a(n,n)
integer nprocs
nprocs = OMP GET MAX THREADS()
do k=1,n

do m=k+1,n
a(m,k)=a(m,k)/a(k,k)

enddo
!$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,j,myp,jlow),
!$OMP& SHARED(a,k)

do myp = 0, nprocs-1
jlow = ((k / nprocs) * nprocs) + 1 + myp
if (myp .lt. mod(k, nprocs)) jlow = jlow + nprocs
do j=jlow,n,nprocs

do i=k+1,n
a(i,j) = a(i,j) - a(i,k)*a(k,j)

enddo
enddo

enddo
enddo

Figure 2: LU with iteration schedule reuse for ex-
pressing thread-to-memory aÆnity.

If the iteration schedule reuse transformation is beyond the
capacity of a compiler, it can still be applied using a semi-
automatic procedure. The idea is to run one iteration of the
program using the BLOCK distribution and another itera-
tion using the CYCLIC distribution and iteration schedule
reuse. The two iterations are used as inspectors to probe
the performance of the two distributions, by measuring the
number of remote memory accesses to a. The probing run
will clearly indicate the advantage of the CYCLIC distribu-
tion, since the number of remote memory accesses will start
decreasing from the second iteration of the k loop.

4. RESULTS
The results from our experiments are summarized in Fig-
ures 3, 4, 5 and 6. Figure 3 shows the execution times of
the benchmarks on a varying number of processors. Note
that the y-axis in the charts is logarithmic and that the
minimum and maximum values of the y-axis are adjusted
according to the execution times of the benchmarks for the

sake of readability. Figure 4 shows the normalized speedup
of the di�erent versions of each benchmark. Normalization
is performed against the execution time of the OpenMP+rr
version. On a given number of processors, the normalized
speedups are obtained by dividing the execution time of the
OpenMP+rr version with the execution time of the other
versions. Note that in two occasions, CG and LU, super-
linear speedups occur between 4 and 16 processors due to
working set e�ects. A large fraction of the capacity and con-
ict cache misses of the 1-processor execution is converted
into hits due to additional cache space provided in the par-
allel execution.

Figure 5 shows histograms of memory accesses per-node,
divided into local and remote memory accesses5 for three
programs, BT, MG and LU. The selected programs are the
ones that illustrate the most representative trends revealed
from the experiments. The histograms are obtained from in-
strumented executions of the programs on 32 processors (16
nodes of the Origin2000). The instrumentation calculates
the total number of local and remote memory accesses per-
node, by reading the page reference counters in the entire
address space of the programs.

Figure 6 shows the overhead of the page migration engine,
normalized to the execution times of the benchmarks on
64 processors. This overhead is computed with timing in-
strumentation of UPMlib. It must be noted that UPMlib
overlaps the execution of page migration with the execution
of the program. The runtime system uses a thread which is
invoked periodically and runs the page migration algorithm
in parallel with the program. Although the overhead of page
migrations is masked, the thread used by UPMlib interferes
with one or more OpenMP threads at runtime, when the
programs use all 64 processors. We conservatively assume
that this interference causes a 50{50 processor sharing and
we estimate the net overhead of UPMlib as 50% of the total
CPU time consumed by the page migration thread.

We comment on the performance of the NAS benchmarks
and LU in separate sections.

5Remote in the sense that the node is accessed by processors
residing in other nodes.
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Figure 3: Execution times.
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Figure 4: Normalized speedups.
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Figure 5: Per-node memory accesses of BT, MG and LU during their execution on 32 processors (16 nodes
of the Origin2000). The memory accesses are divided into local (gray) and remote (black) memory accesses.
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4.1 NAS benchmarks
The results from the experiments with the NAS benchmarks
show a consistent trend of improvement from using man-
ual data distribution in the OpenMP implementation. The
trend is observed clearly from the 16-processor scale and
beyond. At this scale, the ratio of remote-to-local mem-
ory access latency approaches 2:1 on the Origin2000 and
data placement becomes critical. On 16 processors, data
distribution reduces execution time by 10%{20%. On 32 or
more processors, data distribution improves performance by
a wider margin, which averages 34% and in one case (CG),
is as much as 81%.

The di�erence between manual data distribution and auto-
matic round-robin page placement is purely a matter of the
memory access locality achieved with the two distributions.
Figure 5 shows that in BT, round-robin placement of pages
forces 55% of memory accesses to be satis�ed remotely. The
BLOCK distribution reduces the fraction of remote memory
accesses to 25%. Notice that this fraction is still signi�cant
enough to justify further optimization. In BT for example,
this fraction amounts to approximately 3.3 million remote
memory accesses. Assuming that the base local memory ac-
cess latency costs 300 ns (as stated in the system's technical
speci�cations) and at the 32-processor scale the remote-to-
local memory access ratio is 3.3:1 (accounting for the di�er-
ence between reads and writes [4]), the savings in execution
time by converting all remote memory accesses to local are
estimated to 2.64 seconds. The actual savings are expected
to be more signi�cant, because the localization of memory
accesses reduces contention at the memory modules and the
network interfaces. Contention accounts for an additional
overhead of approximately 50 ns per contending node on
the Origin2000 [9].

The di�erence between manual data distribution and �rst-
touch placement (OpenMP+DD vs. OpenMP+ft) occurs
because the former distributes pages in a blocked fashion
before the beginning of the computational loop, while the
latter performs the same distribution on the y, during the
execution of the �rst parallel iteration. The OpenMP+ft
version pays an additional cost for TLB fault handling on
the critical path of the parallel computation. OpenMP+ft
and OpenMP+DD incur practically the same number of re-
mote memory accesses (averaging 3.3 and 3.4 million per
node respectively).

The behavior of our dynamic page migration engine is ex-
plained by classifying the benchmarks in two classes, coarse-
grain benchmarks with regular memory access patterns and
�ne-grain benchmarks with potentially irregular memory ac-
cess patterns.

4.1.1 Coarse-grain benchmarks with regular
memory access patterns

The �rst class includes benchmarks with a large number of
iterations, relatively long execution times (in the order of
several hundreds of milliseconds per iteration) and a regu-
lar memory access pattern. The term regular refers to the
distribution of memory accesses, i.e. the memory accesses,
both local and remote, are uniformly distributed among the
nodes. BT and SP belong to this class. Figure 5 illustrates

the regularity in the access pattern of BT. SP has a very
similar memory access pattern.

In these benchmarks, our page migration engine not only
matches the performance of manual data distribution, but
also outperforms it by a noticeable margin, no less than
10% and in one case (BT on 64 processors), by as much
as 30%. This result implies that manual data distribution
does not identify accurately the complete memory access
pattern of the program. It handles only pages that belong
to distributed arrays. This is veri�ed by the chart in the
upper right corner of Figure 5. Compared to OpenMP+DD,
OpenMP+UPMlib reduces the number of remote memory
accesses per node by 31% on average.

The page migration engine can track and optimize the ref-
erence pattern of more pages than just those belonging to
distributed arrays, including actively shared pages which are
initially placed in the wrong node by the operating system
and pages containing array elements or scalar data for which
no standard distribution is adequate to improve memory ac-
cess locality. The capability of accurately relocating these
pages is inherent in the page migration engine, simply be-
cause the runtime system uses online information obtained
from the actual execution, rather than the programmer's
understanding of the problem. This capability is useful also
whenever manual data distribution misplaces pages with re-
spect to the frequency of accesses. This can happen in
boundary cases, e.g. if the array is not page-size aligned
in memory and processors contend for pages at the block
boundaries, or when there are pages that contain data from
both distributed and non-distributed arrays or scalars. Fi-
nally, the benchmarks are coarse enough to outweigh the
cost of page migration (see Figure 6) and execute enough it-
erations to compensate for any undesirable page migration
e�ect, e.g. ping-pong [17].

Note that the reduction of remote memory accesses alone,
is not the only factor accounting for the performance im-
provements on the 64-processor scale. The OpenMP+DD
version of BT for example is about 7 seconds slower than the
OpenMP+UPMlib version. A rough estimation of the sav-
ings from reducing the number of memory accesses yields an
improvement of at most 2 seconds. We believe that further
improvements are enabled by the alleviation of contention
at memory modules and network links. Unfortunately, the
Origin2000 lacks the hardware to quantify the e�ect of con-
tention. Indirect experiments for assessing this e�ect are a
subject of investigation.

4.1.2 Fine-grain benchmarks with
potentially irregular memory access pattern

The second class includes �ne-grain benchmarks with a small
number of iterations and relatively short total execution
time (in the order of a few seconds). CG, MG and FT
belong to this class. Dynamic page migration performs in
par with manual data distribution only in CG. In FT and
MG, manual data distribution performs clearly better. Two
reasons are likely to explain this trend. The �rst is the com-
putational granularity. If the execution time per-iteration is
too short, the page migration engine might not have enough
time to migrate poorly placed pages in a timely manner, if
at all. The second reason is the memory access pattern of
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Figure 6: Relative overhead of the page migration
engine (black part). The overhead is normalized to
the execution time of each benchmark.

the program itself. It might be the case that due to the
access pattern, the competitive page migration criterion of
the runtime system causes bouncing of pages between nodes,
or is simply unable to migrate pages because the reference
rates do not indicate potential receivers. A node may ref-
erence a remote page more frequently than any other node,
but migrating the page there may not justify the cost.

MG exposes both problems. As shown in Figure 5, MG has
an irregular access pattern, in the sense that memory ac-
cesses are not distributed uniformly among the nodes. Three
nodes (3, 13 and 14) appear to concentrate more memory
accesses than the other nodes, while one (node 10) appears
to be accessed infrequently. Manual data distribution al-
leviates this irregularity and results to a roughly balanced
distribution of both local and remote memory accesses. Dy-
namic page migration on the other hand, reduces the num-
ber of remote memory accesses by 36%, but does not deal
with the irregularity of the memory access pattern. The
pattern remains practically unaltered, albeit with fewer re-
mote memory accesses. The remote memory accesses of the
OpenMP+DD version are signi�cantly less than those of
the OpenMP+UPMlib version. Figure 6 shows that on 64
processors, the interference between the thread that runs
UPMlib code and the OpenMP threads accounts for 39% of
the total execution time of the benchmark. A closer look
at the page migration activity of MG revealed that UPM-
lib executes about 1400 unnecessary page migrations. These
page migrations are for pages that simply ping-pong between
nodes. Instead of reducing the number of remote memory
accesses, these pages contribute a noticeable overhead which
can not be masked.

To investigate further why our page migration engine is in-
ferior to manual data distribution in MG and FT, we con-
ducted a synthetic experiment, in which we scaled both
benchmarks by doubling the amount of computation therein.
We did this modi�cation without changing the memory ac-
cess pattern or the problem size of the benchmarks. We sim-
ply doubled the number of iterations of the outer sequential
loop. The results from these experiments are reported in

Figure 7.

Figure 7 shows two diverging trends. In MG, UPMlib seems
unable to match the performance of manual data distribu-
tion. In fact, the margin between the two appears to be
wider in the scaled version of the benchmark. At a �rst
glance, this result seems surprising. Timing instrumenta-
tion of UPMlib indicates that in the scaled version of MG,
the overhead of page migration accounts for 23% of the total
execution time, which is a little more than half of the over-
head observed in the non-scaled version, as expected. Unfor-
tunately, as Figure 8 shows, the fraction of remote memory
accesses of MG seems to increase with page migration.

FT presents a di�erent picture. Although there exists some
bouncing of pages, increasing the number of iterations en-
ables stability of page placement by the migration engine in
the long-term. This means that page ping-pong ends early
enough to be almost harmless for performance. The relative
overhead of page migration in the scaled version of FT does
not exceed 7% of the total execution time.

4.2 LU
We turn our interest in LU, which is the most challenging
benchmark for our page migration engine. We remind the
reader that a periodic timer-based algorithm is used in LU,
instead of the iterative page migration algorithm used in
the NAS benchmarks and that the period is selected to let
the page migration engine perform at least a few migrations
within a single iteration of the outer k loop. We also note
that �rst-touch is a poor choice for automatic data distribu-
tion in LU and a cyclic distribution of pages must be used
instead.

As Figures 3 and 4 show, our page migration engine does
provide some measurable improvement over �rst-touch page
placement. Figure 5 shows that in contrast to MG, UPM-
lib is able to alleviate the irregularity of the memory ac-
cess pattern, which is imposed by �rst-touch. The reduc-
tion of remote memory accesses (more than 40%) is enough
to speedup the benchmark. Nevertheless, cyclic data dis-
tribution (OpenMP+DD) outperforms our page migration
engine, indicating that load balancing is important and that
any localization of memory accesses by our page migration
engine is not suÆcient. Timeliness is the major problem
of the page migration algorithm in LU. Although the page
migration engine is able to detect the iterative shifts of the
memory access pattern, it is unable to migrate pages ahead
in time and reduce the impact of these shifts.

The OpenMP+reuse version outperforms by far the other
versions, yielding an improvement of more than 50% on 64
processors. The result is encouraging, because the itera-
tion schedule reuse transformation does not require man-
ual data distribution. It relies on �rst-touch and a simple
cyclic distribution of iterations to processors, which is ac-
tually computed directly from the loop bounds and there-
fore locally on each processor. Figure 5 suggests that the
iteration schedule reuse transformation is very e�ective in
reducing the number of remote memory accesses. This hap-
pens because each processor computes repeatedly on data
that the processor touches �rst during the �rst iteration of
the k loop. The transformation has also a positive e�ect on
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Figure 7: Execution times and normalized speedup of the scaled MG and FT benchmarks.

cache block reuse. Figure 9 shows the number of secondary
cache misses and external invalidations during the execu-
tion of the various versions of LU on 64 processors. The
numbers are aggregates and were collected using the IRIX
libperfex interface to the MIPS R10000 hardware counters.
It is evident that iteration schedule reuse maximizes cache
block reuse, an improvement which is not accomplished by
any data distribution algorithm alone. The distinctive fea-
ture of the transformation, is that it maintains an implicit
binding between threads and data, which is persistent across
the iterations of LU and enforces both cache and memory
aÆnity.

The iteration schedule reuse transformation seems to be sim-
ple enough for a compiler, as soon as the compiler is able
to detect that the reference pattern of LU moves along the
diagonal to rectangular submatrices of progressively lower
size. Since the argument of implementing this optimization
in the compiler may be weak, a more realistic implementa-
tion would describe the transformation as a parameter to the
SCHEDULE clause of the OpenMP PARALLEL DO con-
struct, as outlined in Section 3. The interpretation of the

clause would be to construct a cyclic schedule for the loop
and reuse it whenever the loop is executed.

We also investigated whether the combination of manual
cyclic distribution and iteration schedule reuse (i.e. a
OpenMP+DD+reuse version) improves further the scalabil-
ity of LU. Such a trend was not observed in the experiments.
The di�erence in performance between the OpenMP+reuse
and the OpenMP+DD+reuse version of LU was within a
range of �1.5%. This result is instrumental and suggests
that iteration schedule reuse appears to be the only truly
necessary extension to OpenMP for expressing memory aÆn-
ity relationships.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We conducted a detailed evaluation of alternative methods
for improving the scalability of OpenMP on NUMA mul-
tiprocessors, by localizing memory accesses. The simplest
approach is to use the existing automatic page placement
algorithms of contemporary operating systems, which in-
clude some NUMA-friendly policies such as �rst-touch. The
experiments have shown that this solution is inadequate. At
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Figure 8: Per-node memory accesses of the scaled version of MG.
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Figure 9: Accumulated L2 cache misses and external
invalidations in LU.

the moderate scale of 16 processors, automatic page place-
ment algorithms underperform static data distribution by
10%{20%, while at larger scales, their performance shows
diminishing returns. The second step to attack the prob-
lem, i.e. introducing data distribution directives in OpenMP,
reaches performance levels which verify the common belief
that a data parallel programming style is likely to solve the
problem of memory access locality on NUMA architectures.
Nevertheless, the experiments show that manual data dis-
tribution is not a panacea. The same or even better perfor-
mance can be obtained from a carefully engineered trans-
parent data distribution engine, based on dynamic page mi-
gration. This is feasible under the constraints of granularity,
regularity and repeatability of the memory access pattern.
Page migration takes the leading edge in certain cases, be-
cause it relies on complete and accurate online information
for all memory accesses, rather than on the programmer's
understanding of the memory access pattern.

The constraints of granularity, repeatability and irregularity
are important enough to justify deeper investigation, since
several parallel codes have some or all of these properties.
Our experiments with LU, a program with non-repeatable
but fairly simple access pattern, gave us a hint that a bal-
anced schedule with aÆnity links maintained between in-

stances of the same loop is able to localize memory accesses
fairly well. This transformation requires a simple and most
importantly, portable extension of the OpenMP API, rather
than a full set of data distribution directives. We spec-
ulate that several codes might bene�t from exible aÆn-
ity scheduling strategies that implicitly move computation
close to data, rather than data close to computation. It
is a matter of further investigation and experimentation to
verify this intuition. We are also working on automating
this procedure, using an approach similar to the well-known
inspector/executor model [22]. The idea is to run a few iter-
ations of the program in inspection mode, in order to probe
the e�ectiveness of di�erent data placement algorithms. In
LU for example, the probing phase would alternatively test
�rst-touch and cyclic data distribution (the latter emulated
with the cyclic assignment of loop iterations to processors)
and use a metric (e.g. number of remote memory accesses)
to decide between the two.

The problem of granularity is hard to overcome because the
overhead of page migration remains high6. It may worth the
e�ort to design and implement faster hardware data copy-
ing engines on future-generation NUMA systems. As an
alternative approach, we are investigating schemes for par-
allelizing the page migration procedure. The idea is to have
each processor poll the reference counters of locally mapped
pages and forward pages that satisfy the migration crite-
rion to the receiver. We expect that careful inlining of the
page migration algorithm in OpenMP threads will reduce
the interference between the page migration engine and the
program and hopefully provide more opportunities for page
migration under tight time constraints.

The problem of dealing with irregularities in the memory
access pattern remains to some extent open, in the sense
that our page migration engine can at best freeze page mi-
grations upon detecting irregularities, but is still unable to
optimize the access pattern in the presence of irregularities.
Irregular codes constitute a challenging domain for future
work. Non-repeatable access patterns present similar prob-
lems. Adaptive codes for example, have memory access pat-
terns which are a-priori unknown and change at runtime in

6The cost of moving a page on the Origin2000 is no less than
1 ms.
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an unpredictable manner [24]. We are investigating solu-
tions that combine our iterative page migration mechanism
with dynamic redistribution of loop iterations and iteration
schedule reuse [21]. The idea is to identify at runtime both
the irregularity of the memory access pattern and potential
load imbalance, and try to handle the two problems simul-
taneously. This can be done with a synergistic combination
of user-level page migration and loop redistribution.
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